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Duodenal Crohn's disease: Case report and systematic review

Muniratu Amadu, Jonathan Soldera

**Abstract**

**BACKGROUND**

Inflammatory bowel disease, including ulcerative colitis, microscopic colitis, and Crohn’s disease (CD), has a global impact. This review focuses on duodenal CD (DCD), a rare subtype affecting the duodenum. DCD’s rarity and asymptomatic nature create diagnostic challenges, impacting prognosis and patient well-being. Delayed diagnosis can worsen DCD outcomes.

**AIM**

To report a rare case of DCD and to discuss the diagnostic challenges and its implications on prognosis.

**METHODS**

A systematic literature search, following the PRISMA statement, was conducted. Relevant studies were identified and analysed using specific Medical Subject Terms (MeSH) from PubMed/MEDLINE, American Journal of Gastroenterology, and the University of South Wales database. Data collection included information from radiology scans, endoscopy procedures, biopsies, and histopathology results.

**RESULTS**

The review considered 8 case reports and 1 observational study, involving 44 participants diagnosed with DCD, some of whom developed complications due to delayed diagnosis. Various diagnostic methods were employed, as there is no gold standard workup for DCD. Radiology scans [magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), and upper gastrointestinal X-ray], endoscopy procedures (colonoscopy and esophagogastroduodenoscopy), biopsies, and clinical suspicions were utilized.

**CONCLUSION**

This review discusses DCD diagnosis challenges and the roles of CT, MRI, and fluoroscopy. It notes their limitations and compares findings with endoscopy and histopathology studies. Further research is needed to improve diagnosis, emphasizing scan interpretation, endoscopy procedures, and biopsies, especially in high-
risk patients during routine endoscopy.

**Key Words:** Inflammatory bowel diseases; Crohn’s disease; Duodenum; Diagnostic challenges; Prognosis
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**Core Tip:** This systematic review explores the diagnostic challenges and implications of duodenal Crohn’s disease (DCD), a rare subtype. Delayed diagnosis can worsen DCD outcomes, emphasizing the need for improved diagnostic methods. The study considers various diagnostic approaches, including radiology scans and endoscopy procedures, highlighting their limitations and the importance of biopsy and histopathology. Further research is essential to enhance DCD diagnosis, particularly in high-risk patients during routine endoscopy.

**INTRODUCTION**

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) comprises various chronic inflammatory gut conditions, including Crohn’s disease (CD), Microscopic Colitis, and ulcerative colitis, imposing a longstanding challenge for those affected. Among these, CD and ulcerative colitis have emerged as global health concerns, impacting millions, with significant prevalence in Europe (3.2 million) and North America (2 million)[1,2].

CD is an autoimmune inflammatory condition affecting the gastrointestinal tract, presenting inflammation from the mouth to the anus, with the ileum and colon being commonly affected[3]. Distinct types of CD include ileocolitis, ileitis (ileum inflammation), gastroduodenal Crohn’s (stomach and duodenum inflammation), jejunoileitis (jejunum inflammation), and Crohn’s colitis (granulomatous). It can manifest from childhood to adulthood, affecting both genders equally[4]. The pathogenesis involves gene susceptibility, immune system vulnerability, environmental factors, and microbiome alterations, disrupting intestinal mucosa[5].

Despite variations in reported figures, the exact prevalence and incidence of DCD worldwide remain uncertain[6]. Estimates reach millions globally, with the United Kingdom showing a prevalence of 10.6 per 100000[7]. In the United States and Europe, prevalence ranges from 1.6 million to 3 million, predominantly affecting younger individuals[8]. Incidence patterns vary across regions and age groups. China reports a peak incidence at 32.3 years, while Western studies identify peaks between 20-39 years and 50-79 years, with Asian studies displaying different patterns[9,10]. Factors contributing to these disparities, such as smoking initiation age and infection sensitivity, are still unclear[10,11].

The duodenum, situated between the stomach and the jejunum, marks the initial section of the small intestine. Duodenal Crohn’s disease (DCD), though rare, carries the potential for significant complications if not promptly identified. First documented by Gottlieb et al[12] in 1937[13], DCD’s prevalence is estimated at 0.5% to 4% among DCD patients[14], constituting less than 0.07% of all CD cases[15,16]. However, these figures may underestimate the actual occurrence due to the asymptomatic nature of many cases and the absence of routine endoscopy in initial evaluations[17].

While some DCD cases remain asymptomatic, symptomatic presentations also occur, either concurrently or subsequent to related bowel symptoms[17]. Symptoms of DCD encompass weight loss, early satiation, nausea, occasional vomiting, dyspepsia, and anorexia. Epigastric pain, typically postprandial and non-radiating, often responds to antacids and specific foods and is the most frequently reported symptom[16,18]. Rarely, melena and haematemesis are observed, and chronic anaemia may result from upper gastrointestinal bleeding[19]. Lossing et al[20] study noted abdominal cramp pain and diarrhoea as common presenting complaints among DCD patients, with some displaying additional symptoms like haematemesis, postprandial vomiting, epigastric pain, and upper intestinal bloating, especially in those with pre-existing intestinal disease.

DCD is associated with various complications discussed in multiple articles, impacting patients’ health. These complications include strictures causing gastric outlet obstruction, acute or chronic pancreatitis, and stenosis leading to obstruction. Fistulas, such as duodenopancreatic, duodenobiliary, duodenocolic, and duodenocutaneous, may develop in active or inactive DCD regions[21]. The diverse complications contribute to variations in patient symptoms, posing challenges for diagnosis. Differential diagnoses for DCD encompass peptic ulcer, pancreatic cancer, lymphoma, pancreatitis, and carcinoma. The complexity of diagnosing DCD can be attributed to its variable presentation, subtle nature, lack of a definitive diagnostic standard, and propensity to remain asymptomatic.

Additionally, DCD poses multifaceted challenges affecting various aspects of patients’ lives, including dietary, financial, physical, psychological, sexual, and social dimensions, ultimately impacting their overall quality of life[22]. Physically, patients grapple with unattractiveness, debilitating cramp-like pain, urgency, increased bowel movements, fatigue, and sleep disruptions. Excessive flatulence is also a distressing symptom reported by patients[23].

Furthermore, DCD can trigger feelings of isolation and depression, stemming from a lack of understanding and support from others, making it challenging for patients to discuss their condition, especially with those less familiar or
misunderstood by their family and friends[24]. Socially, some patients may withdraw from social gatherings, offering excuses to avoid specific foods and frequent restroom trips. Their interests and activities may need adjustment due to the disease’s limitations[23]. Moreover, DCD-related complications significantly worsen patients’ quality of life, imposing a substantial financial burden on both patients and the healthcare system[25].

Patients often modify their diets post-diagnosis in an attempt to extend remission periods and alleviate symptoms, but this can inadvertently result in adopting restrictive diets, leading to malnutrition and diminished quality of life. Foods commonly avoided include spicy items, alcoholic beverages, dairy products, and fried foods. Some of these restricted foods contain essential nutrients like calcium, protein, vitamins, and minerals necessary for bodily functions. Historically, patients have regarded food as playing a pivotal role in managing IBD symptoms, akin to medication[26,27]. Furthermore, Limdi et al[28] reported that approximately two-thirds of patients are eager to receive dietary advice, with half never having received such guidance.

Research indicates that IBD conditions, including DCD, decrease sexual activity frequency in patients experiencing inadequate disease control, thereby affecting their overall quality of life. Some patients may perceive themselves as less attractive, impacting their desirability. Rates of sexual dysfunction in this chronic disease surpass those in the general population[29]. This issue may manifest before diagnosis and worsen as the disease progresses, with multiple factors contributing, including disease activity, surgery due to complications, and psychosocial and biological factors[30]. Some authors argue that patients with this chronic condition and the general population exhibit similar sexual activities but with lower sexual satisfaction.

Diagnosing DCD is a complex process due to variations in presentation, subtle symptoms, lack of a definitive diagnostic standard, and its asymptomatic nature. The asymptomatic nature can cause delays in diagnosis and low clinical suspicion[31]. Diagnostic delays are also linked to vague symptoms and diagnostic challenges[32]. A comprehensive approach involving various diagnostic methods is necessary for accurate diagnosis[33]. The European Crohn’s and Colitis Organisation [ECCO] recommends endoscopy, radiology evaluation, clinical suspicion, and histology for diagnosing DCD, even without colonoscopy findings[17]. Biopsy often reveals granulomas, mucosal erosion, and active inflammation[34]. The choice of imaging modality varies, with some preferring computer tomography initially and others upper gastrointestinal X-rays. Computer tomography enterography (CTE) and Magnetic resonance enterography (MRE) provide valuable information, with MRE being advantageous due to its radiation-free nature[35]. Endoscopy is a relevant standard for a definite diagnosis[35].

Timely and accurate diagnosis is crucial. DCD diagnosis can be delayed for weeks, months, or even years, leading to a poor prognosis. However, DCD generally has a good prognosis[24]. Further research and awareness are needed to improve understanding and support for DCD patients.

This systematic review aims to report a rare case of DCD and to discuss the diagnostic challenges and its implications on prognosis.

Case report
A 53-year-old female patient presented with upper abdominal pain. She had a previous diagnosis of long-term serum-negative peripheral symmetric arthritis and was undergoing daily treatment with leflunomide, along with dipirone on an as-needed basis, effectively controlling the disease. The patient denied the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. An upper digestive endoscopy revealed small ulcers in the second portion of the duodenum. Biopsies yielded non-specific results, and testing for Helicobacter pylori was negative. Immunohistochemistry for cytomegalovirus and herpes virus, as well as special colorations for fungi, acid-resistant bacilli, and PAS-positive pathogens, all returned negative results. Laboratory data showed an elevated C-reactive protein level of 2.7 mg/L, gastrin at 10 pg/mL, erythrocyte sedimentation rate at 18 mm/h, and negative results for ASCA, ANCA, and syphilis.

Despite initiating proton pump inhibitors, there was no improvement in symptoms, and a subsequent upper digestive endoscopy confirmed the persistence of the duodenal lesions (Figure 1). On the same day, a colonoscopy was performed, revealing aphthous ulcers in the terminal ileum (Figure 1). Enteric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) indicated mild enteritis in the terminal ileum. With a diagnosis of DCD, azathioprine treatment was initiated but did not lead to endoscopic improvement within 6 months. Due to worsening arthritis, azathioprine was replaced with methotrexate, and adalimumab was introduced, resulting in complete healing of the ulcers (Figure 2). After 24 months of continuous adalimumab and methotrexate use, the patient remains in remission for both arthritis and DCD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Method
This systematic review strictly adhered to the guidelines provided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) 2020 checklist[36].

Eligible studies
Included in this review were studies that met the following criteria: participants diagnosed with DCD within healthcare settings and published in English. The study designs considered encompassed observational and retrospective studies that specifically focused on the diagnosis and prognosis of DCD. Studies falling under systematic reviews, randomized control trials, editorials, and meta-analyses were excluded.
Figure 1 Endoscopy and colonoscopy. A: Upper digestive endoscopy, duodenum, second portion. Small aphthous ulcers, diffuse in the involved region; B: Colonoscopy, terminal ileum. Aphthous ulcers in involved region.

Figure 2 Endoscopy and colonoscopy. A: Upper digestive endoscopy, duodenum, second portion; B: Colonoscopy, terminal ileum. Normal mucosa after six months of methotrexate and adalimumab therapy.

Study selection and search strategy
The initial search was performed on Google, followed by subsequent searches on PubMed/MEDLINE, American Journal of Gastroenterology, and the University of South Wales database using the search terms “duodenal crohn’s disease” [tiab:~0]. The study selection process involved three phases. Phase 1 involved searching titles and screening abstracts. Phase 2 entailed obtaining full-text articles for meticulous examination based on the selected abstracts. In phase 3, relevant papers were chosen for further review and data collection.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All selected studies included adult patients diagnosed with DCD who had undergone investigations within a healthcare setting. There were no restrictions on the publication timeframe or year, considering the limited research available on this specific area of review. Papers that matched the search terms and criteria were included, while those related to complications, surgery, treatment, management, and other types of DCD were excluded. The geographic location of the research and publication was not a limiting factor, as DCD is a global concern.

Limitations and additions
This review can provide valuable insights into selecting the appropriate investigation process or imaging for DCD cases. However, discrepancies in the results of these investigations may lead to challenges in definitively confirming whether a presented case is indeed DCD or another differential disease. As with any systematic review, the limitations of available data and potential bias in the included studies must also be considered.

RESULTS
A total of 2046 studies were retrieved, and following a review of titles and abstracts, 1022 studies were excluded. Among the remaining studies related to DCD, 1024 were identified for further analysis. Subsequent examination led to the
Concerning the participants, their ages ranged from 25 to late 70s, with the majority consisting of 30 males and 14 females. Among these participants, 8 were observed individually at various healthcare facilities in different countries and time periods, while retrospective data extraction from medical files was conducted for 36 participants.

All 9 studies included in this review exclusively focused on DCD. Notably, the work conducted by Plerhoples et al[37] stood out. The participant in this study exhibited symptoms persisting for over 25 years, leading to diverse diagnoses during each visit to healthcare facilities. Initially diagnosed with celiac sprue, the participant was subsequently diagnosed with follicular hyperplasia, despite presenting with consistent symptoms throughout the duration.

Among the 44 participants, 11 had a prior history of DCD affecting other parts of the digestive system, occurring between 4 to 40 years before the involvement of the duodenum. While one of the studies specifically reported dyspepsia as a symptom of DCD, none of the studies employed a standardized scale, such as the Crohn’s Disease Activity Index, to assess the severity of DCD.

**DISCUSSION**

The studies employed various investigative methods to diagnose DCD, with esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) and biopsy commonly utilized. Furthermore, X-ray, MRI, blood tests, and computer tomography (CT) were used as diagnostic tools to facilitate the identification of DCD. The following paragraphs provide detailed findings obtained through these investigative approaches.

**X-ray**

Among the studies reviewed, five included X-ray examinations as part of the initial assessment. Song et al[38] and Ehwarie et al[39] reported normal chest X-ray findings in their patients. In contrast, Nugent et al[40] identified a duodenal stricture in the upper gastrointestinal (GI) X-ray, similar to Odashima et al[40]. Plerhoples et al[37] reported findings of mild inflammation and delayed proximal duodenal and gastric emptying during upper GI fluoroscopy. A summary of these results is provided in Table 2.

Although chest X-rays are not typically employed for diagnosing DCD, research indicates that nearly half of DCD patients may exhibit subclinical alterations, suggesting underlying bronchial inflammation[41,42]. Importantly, this subclinical inflammation in DCD appears unrelated to its asymptomatic nature[43]. During DCD exacerbations, pulmonary function abnormalities and reduced diffusing capacity may lead to pulmonary inflammation, possibly correlated with small bowel inflammation[44].

Fluoroscopy plays a crucial role in assessing mucosal disease, periarticular abnormalities, and postoperative complications like extraluminal leaks and obstructions. It allows real-time visualization of duodenal motility and mucosa[45]. Fluoroscopy can be conducted via small bowel follow-through (SBFT), which involves oral ingestion of a barium solution, with the progression monitored during the examination to record multiple images. The presence of intestinal strictures and peristalsis can influence the examination’s success[46]. Alternatively, enteroclysis administers a water contrast solution with or without methylcellulose through a nasoenteric tube.

Historically, SBFT and small bowel enteroclysis (SBE) have been the standard investigative methods for suspected or confirmed DCD. However, controversies exist regarding the appropriateness and accuracy of these procedures in diagnosing DCD. Ott et al’s prospective study indicated that patients prefer fluoroscopy due to its safety compared to SBE, which is also less likely to miss gastroduodenal disease[47]. Conversely, Bernstein et al[48] suggested that SBE is more effective in detecting early mucosal lesions than fluoroscopy. Notably, SBE demonstrates high accuracy in diagnosing small bowel diseases, with reported sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 98.3%[49]. This was reaffirmed by Panes et al[50] with a sensitivity of 95% and specificity of 96.5%, whereas SBFT reported sensitivity ranging from 67% to 72%[50,51]. However, Wills et al[52] and Maglinte et al[49] argue that both SBE and fluoroscopy provide limited and varied information regarding the bowel wall and extraluminal extension of DCD.

In conclusion, upper GI X-rays can visualize duodenal abnormalities like strictures and inflammation, and existing literature has explored their utility in diagnosing DCD with positive outcomes. Nevertheless, further research is necessary to determine the effectiveness of chest X-rays in diagnosing DCD and its complications. Additionally, SBFT may have limitations in visualizing the intestine and its structures, while SBE’s drawbacks lie in providing limited information at the disease onset and regarding extraintestinal involvement[49,51].

**CT**

CT scans are crucial in diagnosing DCD. They reveal various findings, such as normal results[53,54], a distended stomach leading to the proximal duodenum, diffuse duodenal distention, and duodenojejunal junction narrowing[55], an antral mass suggesting malignancy[39], and marked duodenal wall thickness[36]. Conventional CT, with or without contrast, is used for previously unknown Crohn’s cases or acute complications like perforation and abscess[57,58]. Table 3 contains the CT findings from the aforementioned studies. Accurate evaluation of DCD on CT scan requires the administration of enteric contrast before the examination and a fasting period of 4-6 h[57,58]. Enteric contrast can be administered orally or via a nasoenteric tube. On the other hand, CTE enhances visualization by distending the small bowel, making it increasingly preferred as the first-line imaging modality for patients with existing DCD and those with suspected DCD.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Presentation/investigation</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A single case</td>
<td>Observational study (case report)</td>
<td>Presentation: Constant epigastric soreness with a month of dyspepsia. Investigations: EGD, colonoscopy, physical examination, biopsy, histology, chest X-ray, blood works and vital signs checks</td>
<td>Vital signs were normal. Physical examination showed no epigastric tenderness. Chest X-ray was unremarkable. Blood works showed no alarming result. Colonoscopy showed unremarkable terminal ileum and entire colon. EGD showed multiple progressive ulcers and erosion in the duodenal bulb and second portion of the duodenum with mucosal oedematous. Biopsy and histology showed ulceration of the duodenal bulb indicating erosion of the infiltration of inflammatory cell</td>
<td>20 mg of prednisolone was given for two weeks and reduced to 10 mg for 1 wk and reduced to 5 mg after a week to take for a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A single patient</td>
<td>Observational study (case report)</td>
<td>Presentation: Early satiety, distention, recent weight loss, nausea, microcytic anaemia, and vomiting. Investigations: MRE, biopsy, EGD and histology</td>
<td>MRE showed high grade stricture in the distal portion of the abnormal segment resulting in dilatation of both the stomach and the second part of the duodenum. EGD showed ulceration with stenosis in D2 and stricture in D3 and oedema in the surrounding the area which confirmed the finding of MRE to be highly suspicious of duodenal Crohn’s disease. Histology confirmed the suspicion of EGD</td>
<td>Laparoscopic gastroduodenal bypass with ongoing proton pump inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A single case</td>
<td>Observational study (case report)</td>
<td>Presentation: 6 mo of 60 pounds weight loss, intractable nausea, mild epigastric pain, and vomiting. Investigations: CT, biopsies and EGD</td>
<td>CT result showed distortion of the stomach with tapering into the proximal duodenum followed by a marked diffuse distention of the rest of the duodenum and narrowing of the duodenjejunal junction. Biopsy showed duodenitis consistence with duodenal Crohn’s disease. EGD showed stricture at proximal of the duodenum, distended duodenum, and stricture at the duodenjejunal junction coupled with severe stenosis and inflamed mucosa</td>
<td>PEG J tube was inserted for feeding but the patient did not tolerate. A duodenal resection was done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>(case reports)</td>
<td>Presentation: 25 yr of intermittent nausea, precipitous with loss of 50 pound in last 7 mo, bloating and vomiting. Investigations: EGD, colonoscopy, biopsy, fluoroscopy, and exploratory laparotomy</td>
<td>EGD showed ulcerating inflammation at the distal duodenum associated with stricture, dilatation in the oesophagus and pyloric lumina and retained food in the proximal megaduodenum and antrum. Biopsy showed active acute inflammation. Fluoroscopy showed mild inflammation and delayed proximal duodenal and gastric emptying</td>
<td>Exploratory laparotomy with mobilization and duodenal bypass using antecolic roux-en-Y duodeno-jejunostomy bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A single case</td>
<td>Observational study (case report)</td>
<td>Presentation: Unintentional weight loss, abdominal pain, bright red blood in stool, vomiting and diarrhea. Investigations: CT, colonoscopy, biopsy, EGD, and upper endoscopy</td>
<td>EDG showed persistence duodenal Crohn’s. Unremarkable CT. Colonoscopy showed ileocecal valve stenosis preventing intubation. Upper endoscopy showed partially gastric outlet obstruction, duodenitis couple with edematous stenosis. Biopsy showed duodenitis with granulating tissue and ulceration</td>
<td>Protonix, Amoxicil and Biaxin were used to treat H. pylori. Asacol was used to treat Crohn’s flare up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A single case</td>
<td>Observational study (case report)</td>
<td>Presentation: Intermittent epigastric pain, post prandial nausea and vomiting for more than 9 yr and unintentional weight loss. Investigations: Chest X-ray, colonoscopy, endoscopic ultrasound, abdominal examination, biopsy, CT and upper endoscopy</td>
<td>CT showed antral mass which suggest malignancy. Initial endoscopy showed atypical cell. Chest X-ray is normal. Colonoscopy is unremarkable. Endoscopic ultrasound. Showed diffused thickening of the antral wall. Upper endoscopy showed oedematous, abnormal granular, ulcerated mucosa, friable affecting the duodenal bulb, pylorus, second part of the duodenum, antrum, pre pyloric area accompanied by a mild gastric outlet obstruction. Biopsy showed multinucleated cell and granulating tissue in addition to chronic inflammation</td>
<td>Patient was treated with proton pump inhibitor, prednisolone and sucralfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A single</td>
<td>Observational</td>
<td>Presentation: Abdominal pain,</td>
<td>CT showed thickness of the duodenum</td>
<td>Patient was treated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- **et al.**[56], 2006
  - Case study (case report)
  - Abdominal distention, vomiting and nausea. Investigation: CT, upper GI X-ray, endoscopy and biopsy
  - Upper GI X-ray showed duodenal stricture. Endoscopy revealed mucosal oedema, large ulceration and stricture in the duodenal bulb
  - With infliximab

- **Nugent et al.**[14], 1977
  - 36 patients
  - Retrospective study (case report)
  - Presentation: Abdominal pain, abdominal distention, vomiting and nausea significant weight loss. Investigation: Endoscopy, pathology features, radiology features and abdominal examination
  - Endoscopy features showed superficial ulceration in duodenum and antrum with granular appearance in addition to stenosis. Radiology feature showed irregular thickness, oedema and cobblestone pattern of the mucosa. Pathology findings showed mesentric lymph node enlargement with oedema and thickness. Duodenal wall fibrosis with chronic inflammation was noted
  - Vagotomy, gastroenterostomy and Billroth

- **Karateke et al.**[53], 2013
  - A single case
  - Observational study (case report)
  - Presentation: 6 mo of abdominal pain with progressive nausea, weight loss and bilious emesis. Investigation: Physical examination, CT routine blood work, biopsy, EGD and colonoscopy
  - Blood works showed mild normocytic anaemia. CT and colonoscopy are normal. Physical examination shows fulness and slight tenderness in the epigastric region. EGD showed tight stricture and oedema in the mucosal, long ulceration of the duodenal bulb and nearly complete obstruction. Biopsy showed cryptitis and severe inflammation, mixed chronic inflammatory infiltration of the laminal propri a evidencing duodenal Crohn’s disease
  - Gastrojejunostomy without vagotomoy and subsequent proton pump inhibitor

---

**Table 2** X-rays used by the studies in the review and their results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of X-ray</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest X-ray</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unremarkable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper GI X-ray</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Duodenal stricture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper GI fluoroscopy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Delayed emptying in both proximal duodenal and gastric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Computed tomography features reported in the review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distention of stomach and duodenum including narrowing of the duodenojejunatal junction</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antral mass</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing unusual found</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[59].

In a study of non-neoplastic duodenal diseases, CT revealed findings such as perforation of the duodenum, thickening, hyperemia of the wall, and fibrotic bular stenosis[60]. CT can also detect bowel wall thickening, strictures, free fluid, fistulas, bowel obstruction, and abscesses, consistent with magnetic resonance enterography[61]. CT images can be reconstructed three-dimensionally, facilitating the assessment of mucosal abnormalities, extraintestinal complications, bowel wall thickening, and intestinal loops. Multidetector CT is now a preferred and readily available modality for evaluating peri-duodenal and duodenal abnormalities, offering less invasiveness than traditional barium studies[60].

CTE accurately assesses small bowel damage, including the duodenum, with a sensitivity of 77.8% and specificity of 86.8% for detecting fistulas compared to surgery findings[62]. It has identified penetrating disease in Crohn’s patients, highlighting the limitation of relying solely on clinical symptoms[63,64]. CTE is also useful in detecting asymptomatic stenosis associated with small bowel Crohn’s, with a specificity of 38.9% and sensitivity of 92.3%[62]. However, CTE may struggle to differentiate intramural conditions and duodenal wall layers[60].

While multidetector CT is highly sensitive and specific in detecting DCD, it may face challenges in differentiating intramural conditions and duodenal wall layers[60]. Inflammatory processes in the duodenum are rarely diagnosed using CT due to nonspecific findings like luminal dilation, peri-duodenal fat stranding, and duodenal wall thickening.
CT and CTE have the disadvantage of exposing patients to radiation, which can be harmful, especially in younger and elderly patients. This risk is amplified when patients require frequent CT or CTE for follow-up examinations, potentially increasing the risk of GI cancer[65,66]. The ECCO consensus suggests considering radiation exposure when choosing scanning techniques for Crohn’s patients and recommends MRI as the preferable scan during follow-up[67]. The ECCO consensus also highlights the value of CT in diagnosing acute DCD complications, such as abscesses and obstructions, making it a definitive choice for managing such complications.

In conclusion, CT and CTE are essential in diagnosing DCD and assessing duodenal and small bowel abnormalities. However, their limitations in differentiating intramural conditions and potential radiation exposure risk should guide personalized imaging choices for Crohn’s patients. Further research is necessary to enhance the accuracy and specificity of CT-based DCD diagnosis.

**MRI**

MRI has been investigated for its utility in diagnosing DCD in a limited number of studies. Lightner et al[68] conducted MRE as part of their investigations and reported that MRE revealed a high-grade stricture in the distal portion of the abnormal segment, resulting in duodenal and stomach dilation. MRE is valued for its impartial and comprehensive evaluation of the intestine[63,69]. These findings align with a study by Tsai et al[70], which identified features like dilation, strictures, and abnormal segments in their MRE, consistent with standard DCD features.

While many of the selected studies did not utilize MRE/MRI, other relevant research by Ram et al[71], Gourtsoyiannis et al[72], and Sinha et al[73] explored the relevance of MRE in DCD investigations. Ram et al[71] observed small aphthous ulcers and deep transmural ulcers in the bowel wall, corresponding with Sinha et al[73], who linked deep ulceration to cobblestone-like mucosa and the potential for fistula and disease penetration. Additionally, Sinha et al[73] and Gourtsoyiannis et al[72] reported findings such as intestinal ulcers, bowel wall thickness, and lymph node enhancement, indicating active DCD.

MRE is a radiation-free technique gaining popularity as the preferred choice for evaluating inflammation in DCD, especially in younger and older patients[67]. It excels in detecting penetrating DCD complications, with a reported sensitivity and specificity exceeding 93% for small bowel CD diagnosis[74,75].

However, MRE’s sensitivity and specificity in detecting strictures are reported to be suboptimal. While it may identify strictures in symptomatic patients, it can miss partial or incipient strictures[76]. This limitation may stem from enterography techniques that provide insufficient bowel distention to highlight partial or early-stage strictures. In terms of penetrating and fistulizing disease, MRE is reported to have high specificity (100%) and varying sensitivity (83.3% to
Histological findings in DCD encompass various markers, including transmural inflammation, granulomas, mucosal erosion, and more. Studies reviewed revealed a range of histological observations. These findings included erosion and inflammatory cell infiltration, especially plasma cells, in the ulcerated duodenal bulb [53]. Lightner et al. [68] identified foveolar and pyloric metaplasia, crypt abscess, and inceptive granulomas. Karateke et al. [53] noted severe inflammation, villous blunting, mixed chronic inflammation, and cryptitis. Ashraf et al. [53] reported duodenitis consistent with DCD in their biopsy samples. Plerhoples et al. [37] found active acute inflammation in the biopsy from the stricture and mild inflammation in colonoscopy biopsy, along with an increase in intraepithelial lymphocytes and other histological changes. Helms et al. [54] observed duodenitis with granulating tissue and ulceration. Ehwarieme et al. [39] found giant Polynuclear cells and granulating tissue. Nugent et al. [40] reported fibrosis and chronic inflammation in some par-

In conclusion, further research is necessary to establish the role and effectiveness of MRI, particularly MRE, in assessing duodenal abnormalities associated with DCD.

Endoscopic studies
Endoscopy, encompassing colonoscopy and EGD, is integral in the diagnosis and management of duodenal DCD and other IBD. The studies under analysis underscore the efficacy of combining endoscopy and biopsy as a diagnostic approach for DCD [4,19].

 Colonoscopy
Song et al. [38] reported unremarkable findings in the terminal ileum and entire colon during colonoscopy. Similarly, Karateke et al. [53] and Plerhoples et al. [37] documented normal colonoscopy outcomes in their patients. Conversely, Helms et al. [54] encountered ileocecal valve stenosis hindering colonoscopy intubation. Odashima et al. [56] noted a stricture with extensive ulceration and mucosal edema in the duodenal bulb during endoscopy. Nugent et al. [40] observed diffuse granularity with nodularity, varying stenosis degrees, and superficial ulceration in the duodenum and antrum, obstructing duodenal and pyloric canal traversal in 17 out of 36 participants. Helms et al. [54] described inflammation and ulceration with stricture in the distal duodenum during endoscopy. Ehwarieme et al. [39] reported oedematous, granular, ulcerated mucosa with mild gastric outlet obstruction in upper endoscopy.

Despite varied findings, these studies collectively underscore the diagnostic complexity of DCD. The recommendation is to employ endoscopy in conjunction with biopsy as an effective diagnostic approach [4,19]. Endoscopic features of DCD encompass friable mucosa, irregular erythema, aphthous ulcers, gastric outlet narrowing, and mucosal thickness [19,78]. Duodenal manifestations may include polypoid lesions, a cobblestone appearance, and Kerckring’s folds, considered pathognomonic [79]. Serpiginous or linear ulcers distinguish DCD ulcers from peptic ulcers [80]. Graca-Pakulsa et al. [81] reported a higher likelihood of duodenal abnormalities in DCD patients through endoscopy, including aphthous lesions, duodenal bulb deformation, duodenal ulceration, and mucosal swelling.

In summary, colonoscopy, coupled with biopsy, remains a valuable diagnostic tool for identifying and managing ileal CD. Nonetheless, the variability in endoscopic findings across studies underscores the need for further research and standardization in DCD diagnosis.

EGD
EGD, featured in 5 of 9 reviewed studies, proved valuable in diagnosing DCD. Lightner et al. [68] identified ulceration with stenosis in D2, stricture in D3, and surrounding edema, aligning with MRE findings. Song et al. [38] reported multiple duodenal bulb ulcers, gastric erosion, and fundal hemorrhage during initial EGD, with progressive ulcers and erosions in follow-up. Karateke et al. [53] noted a tight duodenal stricture, mucosal edema, and extensive ulceration. Ashraf et al. [55] found duodenal distention, strictures, mucosal inflammation, and severe stenosis. Plerhoples et al. [37] documented ulcerating inflammation, strictures, dilation, and food retention. Helms et al. [54] confirmed persistent DCD during EGD.

A two-decade-old prospective study found abnormalities like mucosal thickening, ulcers, and aphthoid erosion in 56% of Crohn’s patients undergoing EGD [82]. Kefalas et al. [18] associated granuloma presence on EGD with existing endoscopic abnormalities. Other Crohn’s EGD findings include erythematous mucosa, fistulas, thickened folds, erosions, bamboo joint-like stomach appearance, cobblestone appearance, villous patterns, nodular lymphoid hyperplasia, and notch-like or longitudinal protrusions in the second part of the duodenum [21,83-85]. Notably, the mucosal DCD feature on EGD is non-specific, but a notch-like or longitudinal protrusion in the second part of the duodenum may serve as a reliable inflammatory marker [86].

In conclusion, endoscopy, encompassing colonoscopy and EGD, is pivotal for diagnosing, monitoring, and managing DCD. It facilitates visual assessment, treatment confirmation, disease activity evaluation, and complication detection. Regular endoscopic evaluation using the Simple Endoscopic Score for Crohn’s Disease (SES-CD) is recommended. However, expertise is essential for interpreting DCD endoscopic findings due to potential overlap with other gastrointestinal conditions.

Biopsy and histology
Biopsy and histology serve as vital components in diagnosing and understanding DCD. Biopsy procedures aim to acquire tissue samples for pathological examination, often playing a role in surveillance or disease detection in the duodenum [87]. However, certain contraindications, including perforation, varices, bleeding, and coagulation disorders, can limit the use of duodenal biopsies [87].

Histological findings in DCD encompass various markers, including transmural inflammation, granulomas, mucosal erosion, and more. Studies reviewed revealed a range of histological observations. These findings included erosion and inflammatory cell infiltration, especially plasma cells, in the ulcerated duodenal bulb [38]. Lightner et al. [68] identified foveolar and pyloric metaplasia, crypt abscess, and inceptive granulomas. Karateke et al. [53] noted severe inflammation, villous blunting, mixed chronic inflammation, and cryptitis. Ashraf et al. [53] reported duodenitis consistent with DCD in their biopsy samples. Plerhoples et al. [37] found active acute inflammation in the biopsy from the stricture and mild inflammation in colonoscopy biopsy, along with an increase in intraepithelial lymphocytes and other histological changes. Helms et al. [54] observed duodenitis with granulating tissue and ulceration. Ehwarieme et al. [39] found giant Polynuclear cells and granulating tissue. Nugent et al. [40] reported fibrosis and chronic inflammation in some par-
participants, with a few showing granulomas in capsule biopsies. Odashima et al.[56] reported active chronic inflammation in the biopsy and histology of the duodenal mucosa.

Histological findings in DCD demonstrated a variety of markers, with fibrosis, chronic inflammation, and duodenitis emerging as prominent features. There is some debate about which histological features are the most reliable for diagnosing DCD. While some studies emphasize the significance of granulomas, others suggest the presence of granuloma and another feature, such as architectural abnormalities or focal inflammation, for confirming the diagnosis of DCD[88]. Discrepancies in the significance of granulomas in diagnosing DCD highlight the challenges faced by clinicians in reaching a conclusive diagnosis.

Fibrosis in DCD remains poorly understood, with emerging evidence suggesting it may result from adaptive immune responses regulated by noncoding RNA molecules[89]. Early diagnosis of fibrosis is crucial, as it currently lacks pharmacological treatment, making surgery or endoscopic balloon dilatation the primary options. Potential biomarkers for fibrosis require further research to develop reliable and cost-effective diagnostic tools.

Villous blunting or atrophy in the duodenum can take various forms, including fused or branched villi. Diagnosis of duodenal bulb villous atrophy can be challenging due to the short and thick villi in this region, often leading to interpretation difficulties[30].

Duodenitis is characterized by inflammatory cell infiltration, changes in crypt epithelium, and villous atrophy[91]. Other diagnostic features for DCD include focal chronic inflammation without crypt atrophy, increased intraepithelial lymphocytes, submucosal inflammation, focal cryptitis, proximal ulceration, hyperplasia, and aphthoid ulcers[32,93]. Table 4 provides a summary of the histology and biopsy findings from the reviewed studies.

Common presentation

Common presentations of DCD were reported in various studies. Epigastric pain and unintentional weight loss were observed by several studies[38-40,53-56,68]. Additionally, vomiting was reported by various studies[38-40,53-56,68]. Abdominal distension was also noted by another few studies[37,56,68]. Upper gastrointestinal bleeding was observed by two studies[40,54], while microcytic anemia[68], dyspepsia[38] and diarrhea[54] was identified by only one study[68].

These symptoms, including nausea, vomiting, epigastric pain, weight loss, gastrointestinal bleeding, and microcytic anemia, are common in DCD. They are associated with the disease’s severity, particularly obstruction[15]. Some symptoms, such as gastrointestinal bleeding and microcytic anemia, are interconnected and result from chronic blood loss and impaired iron absorption due to inflammation related to DCD[94]. However, the similarity of these symptoms with those of other conditions poses challenges in diagnosing DCD. Table 5 presents the count of patients experiencing the aforementioned symptoms in the reviewed studies.

Laboratory workup

In the reviewed studies, only 2 out of the 9 investigations included blood tests as part of their initial assessment. Karateke et al.[53] conducted blood work, revealing mild normocytic anemia in their subjects, while Song et al.[38] reported blood work with no alarming results. Historically, serology, particularly blood tests, has been undervalued in the diagnosis of DCD due to its low specificity. However, recent developments in the field, especially the introduction of biological drugs, have prompted a reevaluation of the role of serological markers.

One of the key serological biomarkers used in assessing responses to drugs in DCD patients is C-reactive protein (CRP). Recent biologics trials often include raised CRP levels as an inclusion criterion to determine the efficacy of drugs. An increasing CRP level after drug administration is interpreted as a sign of treatment failure, whereas a decrease in CRP indicates the drug’s effectiveness. Furthermore, CRP levels are used to monitor disease activity, particularly in patients with severe disease, where elevated CRP levels are more common compared to patients in mild or remission states.

A prospective study conducted by Brignola et al.[55] investigated inflammation markers in the blood results of 41 DCD patients who were in remission for 6 months. This study found that CRP levels remained elevated after 2 years in remission patients who initially had high CRP levels. Despite efforts to include serology in the criteria for diagnosing IBD, the diagnostic benefits of serology remain limited and lack sensitivity. However, certain antibodies tested for DCD, such as perinuclear antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody negative and anti-Saccharomyces cerevisiae antibody immunoglobulin G, or a positive immunoglobulin A, have shown a sensitivity of 55% and specificity of 93%[96].

In conclusion, blood tests, particularly serological markers like CRP, have gained importance in assessing drug responses and monitoring disease activity in DCD. However, their role in the diagnosis of IBD remains limited and less sensitive, with the use of specific antibodies showing varying levels of diagnostic accuracy.

Other diagnostic challenges

The presentation of DCD is highly variable, presenting a considerable challenge to physicians. Studies have indicated that this diversity in symptoms can lead to delayed diagnoses, ranging from a minimum of 5 months to several years[97]. Such delays can result in additional complications and irreversible damage to the small bowel over time[98], which may occur rapidly[99]. Diseases with more common symptoms are typically easier to identify and diagnose, enabling early intervention and improved prognoses. Research has shown that the risk of complications in DCD increases with delayed diagnosis, ranging from 18.2% within 90 days to 22% within a year[100].

Furthermore, observations from studies comparing DCD in the Chinese population to Westerncountries have revealed significant differences in disease characteristics, such as location, age of onset, extraintestinal manifestations, disease behavior, treatment approaches, and gender distribution[101].

In addition to the variability in symptoms, challenges arise from the endoscopic techniques used for DCD diagnosis. Standard upper gastrointestinal endoscopy may encounter difficulties in reaching the distal duodenum, necessitating a
greater reliance on imaging techniques. MRE and CTE are currently employed to visualize the small bowel and detect complications like fistulas and strictures[102]. However, capsule endoscopy is favored over CTE, despite the potential risk of capsule retention in patients with strictures.

Performing biopsy tissue sampling during endoscopy can also be challenging when attempting to intubate an inflamed site, further complicating the diagnostic process. Moreover, endoscopy tends to be primarily conducted in symptomatic patients, potentially overlooking a significant number of asymptomatic DCD cases.

The variations in symptoms and subtle presentation of DCD underscore the need to address these diagnostic challenges. Physicians must navigate the complexities of reaching the distal duodenum during endoscopy, with imaging modalities playing a critical role in achieving accurate diagnoses. Addressing these challenges is crucial for achieving early diagnosis and effective management of DCD, ultimately improving patient outcomes. Further research into the clinical behavior of the disease in different populations can contribute to more tailored and effective management strategies.

It is paramount to consider many differentials when DCD is suspected. For example, celiac disease[103,104], enteric neoplasms and metastasis[105,106], foreign body ingestion[107], pellagra[108], enteric infections[109-111], sprue-like enteropathy associated with the angiotensin II receptor blocker[112], extra-intestinal manifestations[113] and hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis[114,115].

**Prognosis of DCD**

Generally, the prognosis for DCD is favorable, even in patients who require surgery due to medical refractoriness. The ability to manage DCD symptoms is also generally good. However, DCD can lead to complications that may necessitate surgical or medical intervention. These complications include pancreatitis, stenosis, fistulas, and strictures. Pancreatitis

---

### Table 4 Histology results from the biopsies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duodenal biopsy and histology</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic inflammation</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiltration of inflammatory cells.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granulomas</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foveolar metaplasia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duodenitis</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased intraepithelial lymphocytes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrosis</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villous blunting</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uleration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute active inflammation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynuclear cells</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Table 5 Symptoms of Crohn’s disease in the studies reviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epigastric pain</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea and vomiting</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspepsia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal distention</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper GI bleeding</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcytic anaemia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GI: Gastrointestinal.
can occur due to inflammation damaging the duodenal bulb or compression of the pancreatic head, leading to fibrosis [116]. Stenosis, which occurs in about 1 in 10 DCD patients within ten years of diagnosis, results from chronic inflammation, tissue remodeling, and mesenchymal cell hyperplasia [117,118]. DCD strictures develop due to repeated submucosal injury and chronic inflammation, leading to the accumulation of extracellular components like smooth muscle cells and collagen, causing scar tissue formation and narrowing [119,120]. Strictures can put patients at risk of abscesses and fistulas, which may require surgery [121].

In cases of suspected stricture, radiologic investigation, such as CT scans, is essential to assess the severity and nature of the obstruction [122]. Another severe complication is the development of duodenal fistulas, which can lead to the leakage of duodenal contents into other body parts or organs. Duodenal fistulas are challenging to treat and have a high mortality rate, often requiring complex surgical interventions [123].

Initial management of DCD typically involves medications like 6-mercaptopurine or sulfasalazine [124]. However, the management of DCD-related ulceration frequently involves proton pump inhibitors, corticosteroids, or histamine 2 receptor antagonists. It’s worth noting that previous studies [40,125] have indicated that these pharmacological treatments may be ineffective for some patients, leading to surgery due to controllable pain and complications. In fact, one-third of patients with refractory DCD end up requiring surgery [125].

Various pharmacological treatments, including Infliximab and Adalimumab, have been effective in managing complications of DCD. Infliximab has shown positive outcomes in treating fistulas and refractory DCD [126]. Studies have also indicated that Infliximab is beneficial in addressing issues like duodenal stenosis, fistulas, and ulcers [127,128]. The ACCENT I study reported a 56% success rate within a week of Infliximab therapy for gastroduodenal DCD [129]. Adalimumab is another pharmacological option, particularly effective in severe cases of gastroduodenal DCD [130,131]. A prospective study by Anunziata et al. [132] found that 72.7% of patients treated with Adalimumab or Infliximab achieved mucosal healing within 12 wk, compared to only 12.5% with conventional therapy.

Anti-inflammatory therapy, often involving tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibitors, is increasingly used in acute settings to manage fibrotic strictures in DCD patients. TNF inhibitors are used alone or in combination with steroids as a first-line treatment and for maintaining DCD [119,133]. Effective therapy can help prevent or delay long-term complications associated with strictures [134,135]. Surgical procedures, including strictureplasty, resection, bypass, and endoscopic balloon dilation, are available for DCD complications. However, their efficacy varies, and further research is needed to refine their management [136].

The treatment of DCD-induced pancreatitis involves analgesia, intravenous fluid resuscitation, and nutritional support in acute stages. In chronic or severe cases, treatment may include antibiotic therapy, pancreatic necrosis drainage, and necrosectomy. Despite available management options, treating DCD remains challenging due to its heterogeneous presentations. Therapy aims for deep remission and mucosal healing, encompassing symptom relief, endoscopic improvements, and histological changes. There is limited evidence regarding patient assessments of medication tolerability before treatment initiation [137].

However, managing DCD remains intricate due to its heterogeneous presentations. Recent studies, such as one investigating the efficacy of rapamycin in Crohn’s-related strictures, provide insights into potential therapeutic avenues. Rapamycin’s effectiveness in upper gastrointestinal strictures but not in lower gastrointestinal tract lesions has been reported [138]. As we navigate the challenges of DCD treatment, it becomes imperative to explore emerging strategies that go beyond conventional approaches, considering location-specific treatments and tailoring interventions based on the anatomical site of involvement [139].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this review has focused on the challenges associated with diagnosing DCD and its profound impact on prognosis. The diagnosis of DCD necessitates a comprehensive approach that involves histopathology, endoscopy, clinical evaluation, and radiological imaging. The prognosis of DCD is intricately linked to early diagnosis and is contingent on the specific type of the disease and the extent of its complications.

Imaging, notably radiological techniques, plays a pivotal role in the identification and management of DCD by providing critical insights into the disease’s location and severity. Radiologists and endoscopists should familiarize themselves with the common sites of DCD and potential areas of complications. This knowledge, coupled with histopathological and clinical findings, enhances the ability to diagnose symptomatic patients accurately. Moreover, conducting endoscopic examinations in individuals at risk of developing DCD can facilitate early detection in asymptomatic cases, ultimately leading to more favorable prognoses.

Significant delays in diagnosis can have detrimental effects on patients, affecting their well-being, quality of life, and overall disease outcomes. While there is no universally accepted gold standard for DCD workup, EGD stands out as the preferred endoscopic method for investigation. Other radiological modalities, such as CT and MRI, may be employed initially to assess small bowel damage, with considerations for radiation exposure and the adaptability of subsequent scans. Endoscopy with biopsy aids in excluding alternative diagnoses and associated complications, thereby reducing the risks of comorbidities and mortality linked to a poor prognosis.

Nonetheless, the challenges inherent in diagnosing DCD necessitate further research to comprehensively understand their implications on prognosis. Additionally, the complications, prevalence, therapeutic implications, and the interpretation of histological findings related to DCD remain subjects of ongoing investigation. A more profound comprehension of DCD’s characteristics is essential for gastroenterologists to effectively differentiate it from conditions that mimic its presentation and enable timely and accurate diagnoses. As such, further research is imperative to unravel the
full significance of diagnosing and managing DCD.

**ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS**

**Research background**

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), comprising Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis, poses a global health challenge affecting millions. While duodenal CD (DCD) manifests throughout the gastrointestinal tract, duodenal DCD specifically involves the initial section of the small intestine. Despite its rarity (0.5%-4% prevalence among Crohn’s patients), DCD poses significant complications, including strictures, fistulas, and varied symptoms. Diagnostic challenges arise from its asymptomatic nature, subtle presentation, and lack of a definitive standard, leading to delayed diagnosis and potential health consequences. The prevalence and incidence of DCD vary globally, with factors contributing to these disparities still unclear. Additionally, the multifaceted impact of DCD on patients’ lives extends beyond physical symptoms, affecting dietary, financial, psychological, and social dimensions, highlighting the need for comprehensive research and awareness to enhance patient support.

**Research motivation**

This study is motivated by the need to address critical gaps in understanding and managing DCD. The rare yet impactful nature of DCD necessitates a focused exploration of its complications, varied presentations, and their implications on patients’ quality of life. The diagnostic challenges associated with DCD demand attention to improve clinical suspicion, reduce delays in diagnosis, and enhance prognosis. By investigating the multifaceted challenges patients face, including the physical, psychological, and social dimensions, this research seeks to contribute valuable insights for future studies in IBD research. Understanding the significance of dietary modifications and their impact on malnutrition, as well as the complexities of sexual dysfunction in IBD patients, can inform tailored interventions and improve overall patient care.

**Research objectives**

The primary objectives of this systematic review include reporting a rare case of DCD, elucidating the diagnostic challenges associated with the condition, and exploring its implications on prognosis. The study aims to provide a comprehensive overview of DCD’s clinical manifestations, emphasizing the necessity for timely and accurate diagnosis. Realizing these objectives will contribute to enhancing awareness and support for DCD patients, paving the way for future research addressing critical gaps in understanding the global prevalence, diagnostic standards, and comprehensive management strategies for this rare but impactful facet of IBD.

**Research methods**

The research employed a rigorous methodology, adhering to the PRISMA 2020 guidelines, ensuring transparency in its systematic review. Utilizing Google, PubMed/MEDLINE, American Journal of Gastroenterology, and the University of South Wales database, a focused search with the term “duodenal Crohn’s disease” emphasized the specificity of investigation. The three-phase study selection involved meticulous screening of titles and abstracts, followed by a thorough examination of full-text articles based on selected abstracts. Eligible studies, comprising observational and retrospective research in healthcare settings, addressed the diagnosis and prognosis of DCD in adults. Exclusion criteria targeted systematic reviews, randomized control trials, editorials, and meta-analyses, along with studies on complications, surgery, treatment, management, and other DCD types. No restrictions on publication timeframe or geographic location were imposed, acknowledging DCD as a global concern. The review recognizes limitations, including potential discrepancies in investigation results impacting definitive DCD confirmation and inherent biases within available data.

**Research results**

The systematic review identified and scrutinized 9 relevant studies encompassing 44 participants diagnosed with DCD. From an initial pool of 2046 studies, careful screening led to the exclusion of 1022, with 50 full-length papers selected for further analysis. The participant ages ranged from 25 to late 70s, predominantly comprising 30 males and 14 females. Remarkably, Plerhoples et al.’s work highlighted a case with persistent symptoms spanning over 25 years, undergoing diverse diagnoses, initially as celiac sprue and later as follicular hyperplasia. Of the 44 participants, 11 had a history of DCD affecting other digestive system parts, occurring 4 to 40 years prior to duodenal involvement. Notably, none of the studies utilized standardized scales, like the Crohn’s Disease Activity Index, to assess DCD severity, indicating a gap in consistent measurement. While shedding light on the clinical aspects of DCD, these findings underscore the need for standardized assessment tools and further exploration of the condition’s long-term impact and diagnostic challenges.

**Research conclusions**

This study proposes novel insights into the diagnostic approaches for DCD. The research underscores the effectiveness of upper gastrointestinal X-rays, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, endoscopy, and histology in diagnosing DCD. The study critically evaluates the strengths and limitations of each method, highlighting the need for personalized imaging choices. The significance of endoscopic techniques, particularly EGD, is underscored, emphasizing its combination with biopsy for effective DCD diagnosis and acknowledges the evolving diagnostic landscape, considering the influence of biological drugs on serology’s reevaluation in DCD diagnosis.
Research perspectives
The direction of future research should focus on enhancing the diagnostic accuracy and specificity of investigative methods for DCD. Prospective research could delve deeper into histological features, unraveling the significance of granulomas, fibrosis, and villous blunting. Further research should explore emerging strategies beyond conventional approaches, considering anatomical site-specific interventions and the potential role of rapamycin in managing strictures. Overall, future research should aim for a comprehensive understanding of DCD characteristics, encompassing prevalence, complications, therapeutic implications, and histological interpretations. This knowledge is vital for gastroenterologists to accurately diagnose and manage DCD, ultimately improving patient outcomes.
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